Neighborhood Watch

http://www.hooverpd.com/neighborhood-watch.php

Thanks for starting a
Watch in your
neighborhood – it’s
going to be great!

Look for our
special tips:

TANK
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Benefits of a Neighborhood Watch
 Increases neighborhood safety


Knowledge about neighborhood crimes and trends



Better security of home and property



Understanding how to report incidents

AVA
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Where to Start
Read this packet
Determine your Neighborhood Block Watch area. We recommend no
more than 20-30 homes for one area. If you live in a larger
neighborhood, consider forming more than one group, or “blocks”.
Download forms and read Neighborhood Watch resources at
http://www.hooverpd.com/neighborhood-watch.php






Welcome Letter for neighbors
Directory/phone tree/map
HPD Identification grid
National Neighborhood Watch manual
HPD Home Security Checklist

Find Neighbors to be a part of the planning committee, and meet as a
small group.
Seek out civic leaders, elected officers (HOA), or neighborhood gogetters.
Plan the first neighborhood Meeting!
Provide Officer Brian Hale the name, address and contact info of the
person who will be the Neighborhood Watch Team Leader/Liaison.
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First Committee Meeting
Determine your block watch area
Use the directory/map at
http://www.hooverpd.com/neighborhood-watch.php

Make a list of what issues you want or need to address
Learn the facts about crime in your neighborhood. Remember
perceptions are important, but may not be accurate. Officer Hale will
have your tailor-made Police Calls for Service stats at a meeting.
Arrange for a place to meet; consider someone’s home, local schools,
churches, community centers, etc.
Arrange for Officer Hale (and your Beat Officer) to attend the meeting
Be sure to plan well in advance to ensure they are available!
Develop an agenda for the first meeting
Having an agenda will keep things moving and on track. Check
out agenda examples in the National NW Manual on the PD website.
Advertise your first meeting
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Recruiting Neighbors
Determine how you will get the word out







Hand deliver fliers or notices to neighbors
Email
Neighborhood website
Neighborhood Social Media (Facebook, Nextdoor)
Neighborhood event
Other (paid postage mail out)

Get other neighbors or neighborhood youth to distribute fliers.
Don’t put items in mailboxes.
Try to keep yor neighborhood meeting as close to the neighborhood as
possible – it will increase attendance.
Remember to let neighbors know that particpating in
Neighborhood Watch doesn’t take much time. It just involves being
alert as a part of your everyday life.
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Remember to plan
something fun and/or
social time at your
event. It will help it be
more successful. Food
is GOOD!
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First Neighborhood Meeting
Have a Sign-Up Sheet
Include section where neighbors can notate their willingness to
volunteer
Provide brochures or other material of interest to residents
Utilize Neighborhood Directory forms that are available online
Consider mixing in a social aspect—getting to know your neighbors
helps the program be successful (raffles, prizes, icebreaker games)
Look for links to other neighborhood groups and organizations
Suggestion of things to cover in your first meeting
The goal of the Neighborhood Watch program
Perception of neighborhood crime
Neighborhood crime facts (Police Calls for Service)
911 tips (covered in this booklet)
HPD Identification Grid
Fill out Neighborhood Directory
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The goal of a Neighborhood Watch Program:

Neighbors forming partnerships so we all can look out for each other;
Neighbors watching out FOR other neighbors. You can also
communicate with each other on safety or other issues.

Be the
and
for Law Enforcement by
watching, listening and REPORTING suspicious activities in your
neighborhood.
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Neighborhood Directory
The Neighborhood Directory (aka block watch map & phone tree) is a
vital part of the program
It is used to contact neighbors in emergency and non-emergencies.
Everyone should include their last name and contact information
Some residents will NOT be comfortable sharing- be flexible.
An email group or social media works great for routine
communication.
The map is a tool for you (or the PD) to quickly reference and contact
neighbors in an emergency. Make sure that it is kept current!

IMPORTANT NOTE
Provide the completed directory to HPD and Officer Hale.
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Sample Directory
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Sample Block Map
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When to Call 911
Call 911 when you see suspicious activities or crimes in progress. DO
NOT try to apprehend any suspects—remember: Safety First.
Incidents or suspicious persons/vehicles/situations can be reported
to the HPD Dispatch non-emergency line: (205) 822-5300
AFTER you call Hoover Police, notify the Watch group!
SUSPICIOUS ACTVITY examples to look for and report:
Screams, yelling
Someone you don’t recognize removing valuables/property from
homes or vehicles
Sound of broken glass or shattering wood
Person going door-to-door and looking through windows
Person knocking on your door and giving weird reasons for being
there (See “Strangers at the Door” tips)
Unknown people loitering or hiding around the neighborhood
Vehicles parked in isolated areas
Vehicle driving strangely slow in the neighborhood (out of place)
Frequent foot or vehicle traffic linked to a specific address
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Reporting Tips
Stay calm
Clearly state the problem or situation (not, “just get here!”)
Give the full address (if known) where the emergency is occurring.
Knowing the nearest cross street (or landmark) is also helpful.
Describe the offense that occurred and the people/vehicles involved.

Important information







Gender and age
Height, weight and build
Complexion (race if known), hair color, eye color
Clothing and unique identifying marks like tattoos, scars, etc.
Vehicle make/model/color. License plate and unique features.
Direction of travel

IMPORTANT: Let the Dispatcher control the conversation!
Want to remain anonymous? Still give your name, and then tell
the Dispatcher you are requesting anonymity. Remember that it is very
helpful if the Officer can call later if they need more information.
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HPD Identification Grid

My inventory:

HANS
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Make an inventory of your valuables
After a crime, fire, etc. it is often hard to remember
Go through each room one at a time. Remember, the more
detailed the better – download our inventory form online
It is important to have the brand name (make), model and serial
number of each valuable
Take digital photos of items, especially those without serial
numbers like jewelry, art or heirlooms
Use a secure online inventory website:
https://reportit.leadsonline.com/

When your inventory is complete
Make a copy and keep in a safe place, one at home and another in
a safety deposit box
Update when you make new purchases of valuable items
Consider marking your property with “Operation ID” stickers or an
owner applied number; it will discourage thieves
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Marking your property
Marking helps law enforcement in identifying your property
Engraving is a great option to deter thieves. Use an “owner
applied number (driver license #). This will help get the items
returned to you if recovered.
Your neighborhood can join together to purchase an engraver.
Mark items like electronics, lawn equipment, firearms, tools,
bicycles, etc.
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Staying Active and Up to Date
Assign a person to be the coordinator/contact for the PD
Consider having back-up or co-coordinators to share responsibility

Contact all homes in the Watch area at least once a year

Have a meeting at least once a year
Consider having special events such as a cookout, chili cook-off in
the fall, block party with inflatables, or celebrating National Night Out
in August.

Also consider having guest speakers on variety of topics. Keep it
interesting: Hoover Fire Department, Better Business Bureau, Jefferson
County EMA, etc. It doesn’t always have to be about Crime and Crime
Prevention.

If your neighborhood has a Home Owner’s Association, some choose to
have the “yearly Watch meeting” at the HOA annual meeting. Every
neighborhood is different; we are flexible and you should be, too.
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Update Directory & Map once a year & provide to HPD Officer Hale
Make sure that you have permission before listing an email, phone
number or other resident’s information.

Contact neighbors with Meeting or Crime Prevention information as
necessary
Some of your neighbors might not be able to make it to the
meeting. They might not be computer savvy. Either way, neighborhood
Leaders or Captains should make every effort to get information to the
ones who aren’t connected or cannot come to a meeting.

Welcome new neighbors by inviting them to the group
Provide a welcome letter, packet and other Neighborhood info
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Be a true Neighborhood Watch Fan—stay active and involved.
Go Team!

Roll Tide!!!

War Eagle!!!

CHARLIE
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Online Resources
Hoover Police Department website: www.hooverpd.com












This Neighborhood Watch Booklet
Neighborhood Watch Letter
Neighborhood Watch Welcome letter
Neighborhood Watch Fillable Directory (sample)
HPD Identification Grid
HPD Home Security Checklist
Various Crime Prevention Tips and Handouts
Registered Sex Offenders
Hoover’s Fugitives
Police News and Notifications
Much more!
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Stay Connected
Hoover Police Department
100 Municipal Lane
Hoover, AL 35216
Emergency: 911
Non-emergency Dispatch: (205) 822-5300

Officer Brian Hale
haleb@ci.hoover.al.us
(205) 739-6050

Hoover PD Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/HooverPD/
Twitter:
@hooverpd
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